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Editorials- . A Triple Header

Three Responses to the CBC

Gentlemen:
I have written a few letters to the CBC lamenting the fact that there is not even a half hour program

a week, of our old time fiddle music on the radio network and have asked them why this prevails. I have
received one rather confusing letter as to why there is not this kind of Canadian heritage music available.
Something about that they try to present an eclectic (one meaning is "selecting at will") selection of
music.

Well, to me that is a politician's type of answer; it doesn't really address my definite question. Why
is there no presentation of Canadian old time fiddle music on the CBC, on a regular basis, as I have

suggested?
Does the CBC have difficulty in presenting a heritage type of Canadian program? US networks

glorify their Bluegrass Music, Appalachian Music, Step Dancing, Country Music Programs and on
selected but readily available music programs. [In fact, I suspect that many American old time music fans
would claim that the US media ignores this fonn of culture. Perhaps the problem is not that the CBC is
unlike US networks, but that it is too much like them! -GWL] I always thought that the CBC was our
national radio network. Well, Canadian old time fiddle music is played and listened to devoutly, right
across Canada, from "Coast to Coast to Coast. to We have Canadian fiddle clubs all across this land of

ours, we have certainly 30 to 40 (at least) excellent old time music fiddle players who I know could
present, together if needed, a half hour program on the CBC Radio, weekly, without playing the same
tune twice in a year. I am in the process of contacting fiddle clubs across Canada to obtain signatures for
a petition that I am forming up and which I then will send by mail or deliver, personally, in a big bag or
box, to the CBC head office in Toronto.

What does the Canadian Folk Music Bulletin think of this idea of mine? Could I ask for some
support from your members and the CFMB itself? I am serious about this and intend to pursue this idea
until I have a half hour program on CBC Radio.

I am teaching myself old time fiddle, at age 7o-something, and am coming along pretty good-1 am
an Andy deJarlis fan from away back, and his compositions above could keep a program, such as I have
suggested, going for many weeks. Then there are other superb old time fiddlers, such as Patti
Lamoureaux (nee Kusturok), three times Grand Master Champion Calvin Vollrath of Edmonton,
Canada's Finest Fiddler-Ivan Hicks of NB, Natalie MacMaster, Richard Wood, Ned Landry, Johnny
Mooring, Don Messer, Reg Bouvette (Manitoba), Marcel Meilleur (who played with Andy deJarlis's
group for years), Crystal Plohman (Manitoba, now in Nashville, USA), Mel Bedard (Selkirk, Manitoba),
John Arcand (Whitecourt, Alberta), &c., &c., right across Canada.

Would you be kind enough to print my letter, condensed as you see fit-and recommend that reader
write to me or addressed to the CBC, Head Office, % Wendy Reid, Box 500, Station A, Toronto,
Ontario, M5W 1£6.

George Linsey
458 Ennis Road

Ennismore, Ontario
KOL ITO

PS Let's pressure our national radio for something that is sadly, long overdue.
PPS I have just donated 16 of Andy DeJarlis's long playing records that I have to Franceene

Watson, Andy DeJarlis Archival File, University of Victoria. They are a priceless collection today.
Thought you would like to know.
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12, 14 Ian 1998
Hi George,

The proposal in your editorial [Bulletin 31.3/4 September/
December 1997] to push CBC is an excellent one-I already had
it down in the suggestions in my Market Plan notes. [Dave
agreed at the last AGM to prepare a Market Plan for the Soci-
ety, as a way of locating opportunities.] It seems to me the CBC
(and perhaps other stations) is ripe for such pressure at the mo-
ment, asking not just for folk music (which allows them to point
to the Saturday morning hit-and-miss effort) but for serious at-
tention to Canadian folk music with the same sort of context as
they give to Classical Music. It is typical that they had a nice in-
terview with Grit Laskin a few weeks ago, and talked almost en-
tirely about his work as a maker of classical guitars.

that a degree of honest elitism isn't reasonable-some of the peo-
ple who talk a load of populism (Manning & co., for example)
seem to me to be creating a society that is anything but egali-
tarian. Some of this goes back to what we used to call Jackson-
ian vs. Jeffersonian democracy in the States. I think I always
wuz and am more and more a Jeffersonian-do you know Milton
Acorn's poem, "Where Is Che Guevara?" He says something
like, "I've chosen to believe in you, not as you are, but as you
should be-I've chosen to believe in your own best wishes. "

A lot of people (if the responses, say, to Clyde Gilmour's
death can be trusted) have had their world opened by the stodgy
old CBC FM-of course, there are not many more who would
rather listen to the Spice Girls or whoever else is the flavor of
the month (pun intended), but I think that this smaller "lot"
counts, too.

Yours,
George W. Lyon

Calgary

I listen regularly to CBC FM and see it going through some
massive changes to be more attractive to the people who actually
live in the country. There is a new sensitivity to multicul-
turalism-a long piece of Indian music in prime time recently,
for instance, as well as more instrumental folk and jazz. In fact,
it sounds quite a lot like CKUA did about 15 years ago. If the
follies don't tell them that they are missing something impor-
tant, they can continue to pretend no one is interested. And (un-
like any other radio station) they have a responsibility to do it!
This doesn't mean it will be easy, but it's the best time there has
been in the last 20 years, I suspect.

Dave
Pender Is

16 Feb 1998
Hi George,

Sorry not to have replied earlier-1 was a bit boggled that
my note had produced so many and varied thoughts at your end.
Your email was extremely thought provoking about CBC. I've
had to chop a lot of wood on this one.

I think CBC has to do two things (in relation to music), and
one is be elitist in the sense of playing lots of good music (of all
kinds). The other is to acknowledge that there are people out
there of very varying tastes, who should feel that the program-
ming has some relationship to them, and if they don't like opera,
or blues, or whatever, they should have times when their stuff
can be played, too.

I guess my point about traditional music is that CBC can
only cope with it if they treat it as pop-i.e. if Cape Breton fid-
dling is in this month, then we'll play lots of it to show what
swinging and with-it people we are (your point-though I guess
I'm used to this-Auntie BBC used to do it too), but as soon as
it's unpopular, we'll forget all about it. My point is, if it's any
good (which it is), it should certainly be played on popular mu-
sic programs while it happens to be popular, but there should
also be regular programming which treats Canadian folk music
as seriously as opera or jazz or any of the other important mu-
sics, and gives it social and historical and aesthetic context, as
well as just playing lots of really good stuff.

The first CBC is doing at the moment, but certainly not the
second (unless it's on some time and channel I never intersect
with). The elitist point is entirely valid-David Gregory at the
last conference reminded me of how much my life was changed
by hearing the Alan Lomax broadcasts on blues and European
folk music at a key point in my adolescence. Spanish bagpipes
go a long way to break down stereotypes!

Cheers,
Dave

17 Ian 1998
Dear Dave,

If I may, I'd like to edit your last two letters together for
the Bulletin. I'd probably add an editor's comment to your note,
which might run something like: While obviously I would be de-
lighted to hear more folk music on the radio, I want to be cau-
tious about any alteration of CBC FM. I personally find most
CBC pop music programs dreadful-they remind me of the sort
of newspaper pop columns my crowd used to laugh at during the
days of dope & hope-squares trying to be hip. I would hate to
see that sort of mentality representing any sort of music I care
about. Nor do I want to see the classical programing lessened.
The other morning, I turned on CBC FM and caught the tail end
of some chamber work, so lovely in the freezy foggy morning,
and then they played something that surprised me-a dobro
instrumental. In fact this one was very nice-like what lurgen
Gothe plays is usually very nice-but it sometimes is just plain,
oh, hell-new agey The opening up of CBC, I'm afraid,
might just be more homogenizing-the World Beating of the
public airwaves. (I even sometimes want to kick in the set when
I l~sten to Katie Malloch.)

You speak of making the CBC more responsive to what peo-
ple in the country want to listen to I've gotten very distrust-
ful of populist rhetoric lately. Why not turf the classical stuff
altogether, then? In recent months, I've been less and less sure

,fJ,fJ,fJ

Cheers,
Spalding
land, BC
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While I remain less confident than Dave Spalding that the
new-look CBC offers increased potential for Canadians to hear
folk (or old time or traditional-choose your term) music, there
are a few comers of the Corpse that deserve our notice. First of
all, consider that comer where Stuart Maclean's Vinyl Cafe is
located. Maclean, who after all has made some of his reputation
for his attention to small town Canada, seems open to input from
musicians who can manage a down home sound (Anne Leder-
man, say, or Ian Bell), as well as generally more flashy players
like Oliver Schroer. The Vinyl Cafe Orchestra has included all
of these and more; indeed, Maclean promised on one weekend
that every musician in the country would eventually pass through
its ranks! He was joking, but it was a sweet gesture. (When's
my turn?!)

On the weekend of January 24-25, for example, Maclean
was joined by two vocal groups, Malaika, who sing women's
music, particularly of the African diaspora, and Ian Robb's
Finest Kind (whose CD was reviewed in Bulletin 31.3/4, Sep-
tember/December 1997). When the latter sang an item associated
with Ottawa Valley singer Lloyd Gavin, Maclean, probably with
scripting help from Kind-member Shelley Posen, noted the
source. Later he referred to Posen's thesis on Ottawa Valley
singers, without, alas, referring to the commercially available
publication which followed the thesis. (It is For Singing and
Dancing and all Sorts of Fun. Toronto: Deneau, 1988. 0-
88879-178-X) The same program featured a tribute to David
Parry (readers who are unfamiliar with Parry's work are encour-
aged to see Bulletin 29.3 September 1995 for a memoir of this
fine singer and actor) and Robert Service, and Finest Kind sang
Parry's setting of the latter's "In Praise of Alcohol." The pro-
gram ended with a syncretistic version of "The Fox," sung by
both vocal groups, mixing styles delightfully; this wasn't just an
experiment-this was musical conversation.

My reading of Maclean is that he is not musically learned,
but that he is interested and open. It was a joy to hear Lloyd
Gavin's name cited on the radio; how much nicer would it be to
hear a source singer himself. Once I heard Woody Guthrie on
Lister Sinclair's Ideas, and once again on Art Levine's This is
Art. Outside of Ragtime to Rolling Stones (see David Greg-
ory's article this issue), these were probably the funkiest five
minutes ever to come over the air to me since I left Texas. I'm
reminded of the comments of embittered jazzmen, who, when
told that the public didn't like their music, responded that the
public never had the chance to hear much of it!

I enjoy Jurgen Gothe's mixture of light classics and some-
times even lighter jazz and folk-derived musics. But I'n not at
all sure that I'd appreciate that approach at any time except for

the tired hours of late afternoon, and I'd hate to see an "eclectic"
CBC that featured ambience and atmospherics over intensity. Is
there anyone on CBC with the insight or courage to play, for
example, O.J. Abbott, Rufus Guinchard, or La Bolduc?

There might be-Jim Hiscott, the Winnipeg engineer, pro-
ducer, keyboard player and composer (see Bulletin 29.3, Sep-
tember 1995, for his account of the composition of "Spirit
Reel"), who's brought programs of Metis fiddling and Inuit
accordion to the network, and who deserves our support.
Wherever Hiscott is, is a comer worth keeping our eye on.

I recently heard a presentation on the new AM morning
program about "roots" (ho hum) music, which featured the pop
version of "Rattle on the Stovepipe" by a BC group whose name
escapes me. Whoever introduced the recording referred, as I re-
call, to Anne Lederman and Edith Fowke as the group's sources.
Finally LaRena Clark's version of the song was started, only to
fade out after a few verses. It was referred to as a "field
recording," which if memory serves is not strictly true, and pre-
sented as raw material. Well, some might hear it that way, but
I'm afraid that for me this is about like saying that Mussorgsky's
Pictures at an Exhibition was raw material for Emerson, Lake
and Palmer. I'm not saying that the pop-folk version was bad,
but I won't accept that it was better.

What I keep dreaming of, hopelessly, I'm afraid, is that
someday, someone on the CBC will see the power, the duende
of folk music, and will be able to present it-not without aware-
ness of its entertainment value, but without separating the
pleasure factor from the depth of meaning which it can present.
Art Levine seems capable of this, but I suspect that he's too
intellectual for the CBC brass. (I mean, this has been said of
Sheila Rogers, for god's sake!) Hiscott's presentations often
focus upon music competitions, which seem to guarantee a
degree of public interest, though I recently was reminded of a
comment by Bela Bartok, "Competition is for horses, not musi-
cians. "

In the meantime, Stuart Maclean's occasional reference to
Canadian folk music does locate the music within the lives of
real, genuine (if fictive!) Canadians, even when he does so
obliquely, merely by setting the music next to his charming tales
of Dave and Morley. And he named Lloyd Gavin and the Cha-
peau, Ontario, singing community, remembered David Parry,
and is giving some revival musicians (along with fine players in
other genres) some chance to reach a national audience before
they are up for memorials. He's doing a service.

And, of course, the Bulletin certainly does support George
Linsey's initiative. Do write to George if you'd like to sign his
petition. [GWL]

nnn

Anyone who listens to Ontario's traditional songs is immediately stntck by their predominantly Irish quality From these nineteenth-century Irish senlers has

come our richest folksong heritage. The English and Scots also brought many fine songs, but those of Irish descent have provided far more than their share of the
total:... One of the first things that stntck me when I began coUecling was the strong Irish accent of the singers: one would have thought that they had just landed
fol77l Dublin or the surrounding area, even though they had never seen the land from which their grandparents or great grandparents sailed a hundred years or more

ago.

Edith Fowke CFMS Newsletler BuUetin 2.1&2 (July 1967)


